HOME BUYERS GUIDE
Find Your Way Through The Mortgage Maze
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Welcome to
Temple Mortgage
Buying your first home or moving house can be a daunting process.
The excitement of looking at new homes is quickly dissolved when you
realise that it is easy to get lost in paperwork and waste time worrying
about the unknown world of house buying.

Our advisers are always on hand to guide you through the mortgage
maze and keep you updated on the progress of your application,
leaving you more time to plan the move.

Take a few minutes to read through our home buyers guide which
explains the mortgage process and costs involved.

Get Organised
Having the correct documentation and supporting evidence is key to
processing your mortgage application, here are the documents you need to
provide your mortgage adviser.
FIRST STEPS
Check your credit score - lenders will look to see if you
are a low or high risk. The better your credit score the
more likely you are to be accepted.
Check your deposit - know how much deposit you can
afford to make against the mortgage.
Check your household budget - you will be quizzed on
habitual spending and savings. Mortgage lenders may
need to assess if you can afford future interest rates.

WHAT TO BRING
Proof of identity
Valid Passport or
Full driving license inc counterpart

Proof of income

Proof of address

Past 3 months Pay slips

A utility bill

Past 3 months Bank Statements

Local authority tax bill

P60 proof of additional payments

Bank statement - current accounts
and savings

Self employed applicants must also provide:
Self assessment tax calculation form (SA302) covering 24 trading months
Most recent year-end (no more than 18 months before application date)
3 months bank statements
Consult with your Mortgage Adviser if these are not available

Your home may be repossessed if you do not
keep up repayments on your mortgage.

10 steps to a new home
There is no time limit to how long buying your new home will take, these 10
steps will keep you on track.

1. Consultation

We will assess your requirements and find the best mortgage for
you. Bring your documentation, credit searches are completed.
Submit basic personal details to the lender to see if you meet their

2. Decision in Principle

terms. A key facts illustration will be provided detailing everything
you need to know.

3. Find a Property

Now is the best time to find the house of your dreams, knowing what
monthly payments you will be paying.
The lender will check the value of the property. You should also

4. Valuation

5. Offer

consider appointing your own surveyor for a more in-depth survey.
Once the valuation has been approved the lender will produce an
offer.

6. Legal Work

The solicitor will then run the searches and check the property from
a legal standpoint.

7. Exchange of
contracts

Both the buyer and seller sign contracts and the solicitor formally
exchanges them. The Buyer pays the deposit to their Solicitor. You
are now legally committed to purchase the property.

8. Protection

Ensure you are covered in the event of death, critical illness or loss
of income - safeguard your mortgage payments.

9. Payment

10. Completion

Final payment is given to the Solicitor. This is preceded by the
payment of land registry fees and stamp duty.
Funds are transferred to the seller and the purchase is completed.
Time to pick up your keys!

Home Buyer Costs
The cost of moving home is often more than expected, by budgeting for all
eventualities you can minimise any financial surprises.
STAMP DUTY
Stamp duty is charged on land and property transactions
in the UK. The tax is charged at different rates and has
different thresholds for different types of property and
different values of transactions. Our mortgage advisers can
tell you what your stamp duty will be during your
consultation.
LEGAL FEES
For any purchase you will need a solicitor to complete all
the legal work. The price of this service can vary based
on the company. On average these fees are about
£1,500+ VAT.
SURVEY FEES
All lenders will insist that a basic valuation is carried out on
a property. This will only confirm the property value; it will
not assess any potential problems with the property or need
for future repair and maintenance. Valuation fees typically
cost between £150 - £1,500 depending on the value of the
property and level of survey you choose.
There are 3 reports you can choose from:
Basic survey - this is the most basic and cheapest survey. It is best suited for new-builds
where no problems are expected. Typical cost £250
Homebuyer’s report - this is a thorough survey of both the inside and outside of the property,
which also includes a valuation. Typical cost £400+
Building or structural survey - this is the most comprehensive survey and should always be
used on older or non-standard properties. Typical cost £600+

ARRANGEMENT FEES
Most lenders will charge either an arrangement or a
booking fee when you apply for a mortgage. Some lenders
allow you to add the cost of the fee to the overall loan (you
will pay interest on the fee during the term of the mortgage).

Your home may be
repossessed if you do not
keep up repayments on
your mortgage.
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Contact Martin Crump for your personal
consultation:
M: 07500 904201
T: 01305 213150
E: martin.crump@templemortgage.co.uk
W: www.templemortgage.co.uk
Follow us for the latest news
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